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Where are you from and how

does that affect your work?

Q: 

I grew up in a suburb of Seattle. A pair of bald eagles nested

in our backyard, we had Northern Flicker woodpeckers

visiting all the time, and I felt very connected to and aware of

changes in the environment. I was early on influenced by the

art historical context of the Northwest. Morris Graves’

paintings are my earliest memory of seeing art (my parents

had a print of one of his still-lifes) and in my early 20s, it was

in revisiting his work that I started thinking about making

art. 

Addison, his dog Poppy and his Grandmother.



"Graves was one of a group of

artists in Seattle who developed

a regional response to abstract

expressionism in the 50s, and

also a prolific writer and

archivist who left behind a

remarkable archive as a gay man

coming of age in Seattle in the

1920s and 30s. 

I moved away for college

and lived in Montreal

and Mexico for a decade.

It is hard to imagine what

I would be doing today if

I hadn’t gone to Mexico

City in particular—it

continues to be the main

cultural context that

shapes how I think about

art, material culture,

craft, anthropology,

urbanism, and language."

Here is a piece of thought, given to me by friend/painter/dad,

Daniel Rios Rodriguez. “Because my work and my life are all

bundled together in a kind of cross pollinating cycle, and because

my greatest desires are to live and be free and love well and make

good things with my time, I think the question I can ask myself

and of my work is, “Did I live today?” I like Daniel’s refusal to

separate work and life, and his desire to bundle all of his affective

experiences into his work. I hope to make pots that likewise are

imbued with the energy of being alive.

What's the best advice you've been given?Q: 



"Ceramics, perhaps more than

other mediums, requires you to

pay attention to the materials

as they go through a series of

physical and chemical changes

(drying, shrinking, quartz

inversion). You relinquish

control over your work and

pray, always aware that certain

things are out of your control.

Even after ten years of working

with clay, I have pieces crack

and explode, glazes don’t fire

properly, forms slump in the

kiln. 
The Japanese ceramicist Shoji

Hamada once said that only 1

in 10 of his pieces was

successful. What a humbling

ratio! I don’t want to try to give

a totalizing response to this

question, but it seems like this

is one facet of art that is

valuable: it teaches us how vital

failure is to growth."Can you describe how art is

important to society?

Q: 



in particular, Tim Ingold and Michael Taussig, who have shown

how anthropology can be practiced outside of the academy in the

form of drawings, poetry, art, and architecture. I think I always 

I did my Master’s in Latin

American Studies and previously

worked as a translator. I haven’t

done any formal ethnographic

fieldwork, but my work with clay

is constantly in dialogue with

and defined in relation to

anthropology. I’m influenced by

the work of two anthropologists

Q:   What jobs have you done

other than being an artist?

have one foot in craft and one in anthropology as a result. Part of

my practice as an artist also involves teaching; I have been

teaching ceramic 

classes and workshops

at Clay Studio Santa

Barbara 

 intermittently for the

past two years. It’s an

amazing studio and

I’m grateful to be

involved there!

The strongest internalized voice of critique that echoes in my

brain is Hiroshi Okuno’s. He’s a Japanese potter who lived in

Mexico City for a long period and helped found the studio

Mono Rojo. His work is my gold standard for the intersection

of technique, historical reference, humor. I learned by

watching him work and how he organized his studio practice. 

Who are some other artists you admire/ are inspired by

right now?

Q: 



How has your style/practice changed over time?

My practice is pretty nomadic—I’ve worked at studios in

Seattle, Montreal, Mexico City, Oaxaca, Guadalajara, Lisbon,

Bogota, Medellin, Los Angeles, and Santa Barbara over the last

ten years. I still don’t have my own space; instead, I work out of

community studios, friends’ studios, in gardens. This implies a

constant flux of materials, kilns, glazes, and cultural contexts.

In 2022, I was a resident at Casa Ceniza, an amazing studio in

Guadalajara. While there, I took a workshop with the artist

Maxine Alvarez on glaze formulation with local clays and plant

ashes. The impact of this time is still percolating through my

work. I find this movement to be both inspiring and frustrating.

It gives me flexibility and has allowed me to connect with

communities all over the world, but I think in the next year or

two I will be trying to establish a more rooted practice.

Q:

What’s your favorite piece of Lawson Fenning’s and why?

I was in love with a vintage coffee table by Afra and Tobia

Scarpa in the showroom! I think it flew the coop already.

Backup choice is the Ojai Lounge Chair.

Q:



What does your “Recently Played” list look like on Spotify?

Pretty eclectic. Three recently liked tracks: 'Hold On' by The

Internet. 'Se telefonando' by Mina. 'Eternal Loop' by Sam Gendel.

I have been trying to pivot away from listening to algorithmic

playlists and the London-based online radio platform NTS has

been a favorite alternative for the past year.

Q: 

Q:



 

Born and raised in Seattle, WA, and

having lived in Mexico and Montreal

within one decade, Addison has

brought forth a world of knowledge and

a vast skillset in his approach to

ceramic art. Thanks for tuning in.

 

 


